
Jana Moravová interview with the Víkend magazine 
Moravová is moving to a new fund owned by the O2’s ex-CEO. We want to help companies at the 
crossroads, says the former Mountfield CEO. 

 
Investor and a country restorer. „I’m a bit of a pioneer; I like to build and rebuild things, and manage them in a way to ensure they work 

their best,“ says Jana Moravová, who left Mountfield last year after 26 years. 
 

Theine is a stimulant present for example in tea leaves, it gives energy, invigorates. The new 
investment group Thein wants to do the same for Czech business, under the command of two elite 
managers; the ex-CEO of O2 Tomáš Budník and the former CEO of Mountfield Jana Moravová. She 

has an additional ambitious plan: to wake up nature in her native Posázaví region. 
 
Administrative centre Budějovická alej in Prague’s district Krč, second floor. Rows of offices, shared 
reception and common kitchenette with coffee machine and seating. Jana Moravová is drinking still 
water at the table in the back, wearing floral summer dress. "The difference is palpable, of course," 
she smiles and looks around the room, which is used by many other people from various different 
companies. Just a year ago, Moravová had a different management environment – leading the sales 
force of Mountfield garden equipment; a brand with 5 billion CZK worth of sales, two thousand 
employees, dozens of stores in both the Czech Republic and Slovakia and a vast headquarters 
situated near the D1 highway, which has a similar size as the whole office complex we’re sitting at 
right now.  
"I’ve managed to stay in Mountfield for 26 years, because I had never spent a long time doing the 
same job. I went through individual departments and teams. I’m a bit of a pioneer; I like to build and 
rebuild things, and manage them in a way to ensure they work their best. When I reached the point 
of being in the highest position, and I was overseeing other companies at the same time, there was 
no longer any opportunity to make big changes. I was also thinking that if I‘m still to experience new 
things in life, I should decide now, because in ten years I might not feel like it anymore,” Jana 
describes the reasons for her, a bit surprising, departure from Mountfield last year. As its CEO, she 
was amongst the most prolific women in the business world – for example in 2018; she placed 
second in the management group in the Top Women of the Czech Republic Awards. 
 
However, Moravová doesn’t leave the business segment, quite the opposite: she’s standing at the 
front of a new investment group Thein. Owned by Tomáš Budník, another well-known ex-CEO, who 
led the O2 mobile provider between 2014 and 2017, and who, up until this February, was the 
technological director of the telecommunication division of the PPF Group, owned by Petr Kellner, 
the wealthiest Czech person. "We’re ready to spend an amount in higher hundreds of millions. It’s a 



combination of my resources and bank financing," says Budník. And Moravová adds: "We’ll be 
announcing the first acquisition in a span of few weeks." 

To keep what’s unique 
 
Budník is already invested in several funds; he helped with the beginnings of the start-up funds 
Startec Ventures or Bolt Start Up Development. However, the focus of Thein is different. It targets 
established small- and medium-sized companies. Moravová, along with Budník, set the three main 
segments to look at: industrial companies awaiting the transition to further automation which need 
help with such transformation; companies focused on the development of technologies such as IT 
and the cloud systems at the basis of the aforementioned automation, and last but not least the 
cyber security segment. 
 
"With hindsight, I’d say there is a lot more space than I originally thought. We’re now in touch with 
dozens of companies" Moravová praises the start of the investment group. And what about the 
coronavirus, which struck the Czech economy precisely when Thein started to look around and take 
the first steps? "Covid-19 will definitely affect the environment. Our strategy was built when we had 
no idea any “covid” exists. However, the coronavirus will be an opportunity for many companies to 
pause and think. On the other hand it will be a further burden and the current management won’t be 
willing to take on the challenge," the forty-nine-year-old manager suggests that the pandemic will 
bring new chances for the investors.  
 
But Thein enters a space with several established financial sharks and the competition is strong. In 
the digital segment, Credo Ventures, Reflex Capital or the billionaire Karel Komárek’s KKCG group are 
all very active funds, Jet Investments from Brno or the financiers from Genesis Capital are targeting 
industrial companies. And they all have billions of Czech crowns at their disposal. "The corona-crisis 
has caught us in a great shape, we’re ready," recently said Igor Fait of Jet Investments in his interview 
for HN. 
 
What sets Thein apart? "The crucial aspect is, apart from our experience, that we don’t plan to create 
a corporate structure. Meaning that our goal is not to aggregate companies, but we want to build a 
group of unique businesses.  We want to maintain their philosophy, values, what made them 
successful. And keeping them in the Czech hands is also essential," Jana Moravová offers an 
explanation, albeit quite ambiguous, so we’ll have to wait and see the steps they take. 
 
She’s already acquired experience with acquisitions in Mountfield. The gardening market leader 
bought several companies throughout the years, which were its business partners until then, for 
example pool producers and businesses offering products for pool maintenance. "Mountfield has 
entered those companies at the time with strategic reasons, because we were selling their products. 
But at the same time it was nice to help a company with certain issues to bridge that difficult period 
in their existence," reminisces Moravová. 
 
Her career in Mountfield started in the 90s, when she became a sales assistant and eventually 
worked her way up to the top of the company, in which she’s still a small shareholder today. She has 
only positive things to say about working with the owner and the majority shareholder of Mountfield 
Ivan Drbohlav. "He always came up with an idea and I helped to implement it. We were a well 
working duo,” she remembers a man, who is a bit controversial in the business community. It didn’t 
help when the Mountfield’s board of directors deputy chairman Miroslav Schön took part in efforts 
to re-elect Miloš Zeman a president and paid for advertisements with the slogan “Stop immigrants 
and Drahoš”. Mountfield has distanced itself from his actions, however the aftertaste remained. 
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It was also surprising when in 2016, a little known company from Hong Kong acquired a majority 
share in Mountfield, although Drbohlav recently became a holder of those shares again. "Who 
people really are, and how people seem on the outside, or the reputation they have, are sometimes 
very different things. I have the utmost respect for him, he gave me a chance when it was far from 
common for women to hold high management positions in the Czech business environment," 
Moravová defends Drbohlav. 

Spring pools, ponds and a traditional tone 
 
Jana Moravová, who’s raising two school-aged daughters, comes from Posázaví, and she’s faithful to 
the region east of Prague even today. Furthermore, she has big plans there which connect business 
with her intrigue in nature and spiritualism; an interest which captivated her after several difficult 
events that her family had to endure in the recent years.  
 
"I own several dozens of hectares near Myšín, where we’ve already started with the nature 
reclamation. We bring back spring pools and ponds, return nature its traditional tone," she describes 
her agricultural and landscape efforts and judging by the way she talks about this project, it’s 
something she really lives for. "There is a former steading on the property, which we plan to remodel 
next year, if we get all the necessary approvals," she shares her visions. 
 
It’s nothing minor, the design of the wellness resort Myšlínská Garden is a work of the prestigious 
Pavel Hnilička’s architecture office, which also oversees the concept of redesign of Vítězné Square in 
Dejvice district in Prague and which was awarded the Architectural Grand Prix for its terraced house 
in Košíře in 2008. "I want to build a place where people come to relax, re-energise, and where they 
can also learn something about the traditional ways to care for nature and the country," says 
Moravová. 
 
And she immediately asks with intrigue: "Did you know that potatoes can be grown on straw? Not 
only they are delicious, but they’re also clean. And we have already collected a whole lot of such 
forgotten practices. Thus, when the guests arrive in a few years, they will relax doing some 
agricultural activity, which will surprise them at the same time." 
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